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Mondt Ignores Tips
For Chan·ges in Staff
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Close EncoUnters:.
Standing Alone
·As Sci-Fi Great

(I

'

Editor's note: This is the final segment of a three•part series on the
movie "'Close Encounters of the Third Kind. " This section deals with
the making of the film. "Close Encounters" opens at the Mall Cinema
Dec./4.
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By GEORGE GESNER
·"Dr. (J .Allen) Hynek one day was sitting around and picked up a
newspaper when he read about thiS' movie company in Hollywood
using his title Close Encounters of the Third Kind and he wrote me a
kind of snappy letter."
This is how director Steven Spielberg met Hynek, through the
mails. The later became collaborators in what will be one of the
biggest films of the-decade and one of the top science-fiction films of
all time.
Spielberg's main emphasis in the film was to make it somewhat'
believable, and thai's where Hynek came in as a technical consultant.
Hynek serves as the director of UFO Studies in Evanston ,Ill.
When asked what led to the design of the aliens, Hynek!Said, 4'Steve
(Spielberg) has represented it very well. Virtually everything except the
end is based on UFO reports. The descriptions of overgrown goblins
with rather thin bodies, large heads; of the thousands of reports of
encounters of the third kind; has been the predominant description."
Spielberg was asked why he chose to have a peaceful encounter
unlike the one in War of the Worlds. He said, "In my heart I wanted it
to be peaceful. I really felt that anyone came far enough to get here
and wanted to hang o.ut 2,000 years of history for improvement itself.
If somebody zapped us with a cosmic laser beam, I haven't read about
it or people haven't talked about it. So, I really want it to be a
benevolent exchange."
.
Spielberg uses music in the film as a fol'Ql. of ·communications
between the aliens and humans. He said, "Ive always felt should
something like this occur, there will be no 'take me to your leader'. It
will be more complicated than that. It will be a combination of
telepathy and some sort of universal language which is music.'' .
The person assigned to compose the music for the film was the
illustrious soundtrack king Joh11 Williams, who composed the
soundtracks to the two films with the largest gross income, Jaws and
Star Wars. Williams started working on the project two years ago. He
commented on the five-note sequence used throughout the film .. tie
said. he had 12 tones to work with bringing about 134,000 possible
combinations. "I got up to 300 combinations," he said. "We chose this combination purely out of aesthetic attraction to it. It is not
strictly a five-note combination since it is a 2-3-1-1-5. It has a basic
mathematical appeal, since the one-ones is an exact division of 100 per
cent of the vibrations of that tone divided to the fifth which suspends
it. Suspension was the main attraction."
There was one sequence in the film where the five-note sequence
played a major part. The sequence was filmed in India. Spielberg was
(contlnu.d on p11ge 3)
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By TIM GALLAGHER
LOBO Editor
UNM head football coach Bill
· Mondt said Wednesday he wiil not
make any changes in the coaching
staff (or next season despite an
Athletic Council recommendation
that he re-evaluate the program and
especially the coaches.
."No I'.m not planning any
changes," Mondt said when told
about the Athletic council
re.commendation. The Lobo
coaching staff had been heavily
criticized for unimaginative play
calling this year.
·
UNM president William E. Davis
decided to retain Mondt Tuesday
night. Mondt had been under fire
because of the football team's 5-7
record this year and his 19-25-1
accumulated record in four years as
·
headcoach. .
Davis said he decided to retain
·-~·~ l"•un• by Phylll• M. Ku•hn.,
Mondt as head coach because he Retained lobo head football
"has the most desirable and out- Coach Bill Mondt.
standing qualities a head coach can
"No. I'm not planning any
hav·e," and also because the Lobos
changes."
will face a relatively easier schedule
next year. Four of .UNM's seven key games, but I'm looking to see if
losses this year were at the hands of there's good morale on the team
top-20 ranked teams. The Lobos do the players give up, do they
play only two of those four teams respect the. coach, do they try their
best. From what I've seen, they
next year. ·
Davis said he made the decision respect the' coach and do the best
after hearing the recommendations they can.
of UNM Athletic Director Lavon
McDonald and the · Athletic
''Naturally, we're looking for a
Council. The council Voted 5-4 to \\dnning team that would fill the
retain Mond't and recommended stands and help our entire athletic
that he re-evaluate the football program.
"I decided to keep Bill Mondt as
program, especially the coaching
staff. .
.
.
head coach because there was a lack
Davis said he has also talked to of compelling reasons to void his
several football players, alumni and; .contract." .
Davis' action means Mondt will
boosters and he concluded, "Of
course we're disappointed in losing fulfill the second. year of a three-

year contract he was awarded last
year.
When asked if he thought Mondt
would make any changes in the
coaching staff, Davis replied
"C?ach Mondt ~ill make changes'
to Improve the Situation as best he
can."
Bill Byrne, ex~cutive director of
the l ,500-member Lobo Boosters
Club which contributes a large
portion of the athletic budget, said
It would be "hard to tell" if there
would be a big split in the club. "If
you are a member of the boosters
club, you suppo.rt UNM athletics
nO matter WhO the COach iS, I 1
· There has been dissension among
the boosters club this year with a
certain faction calling for Mondt's
resignation.
Mondt said he was pleased by·
Davis' announcement. "We had
been working under the assumption
·that we were going to be back next
year, but of .course, we weren't
sure."
·
Mondt said he agreed with Davis
that next year's schedule would be
"a more representative one."
Gone from next year's schedule
are such top powers as Arizona
State and Colorado. The Lobos will
also not play Arizona. Taking the
school's places on the schedule will
be San Diego State, University of
Nevada-Las Vegas and University
of the Pacific. Teams the Lobos
will play again next year include
Hawaii, top-20 power Texas Tech,
perennial conference title contender
Brigham Young, Wichita State,
Utah, University of Texas-EI Paso,
Wyoming, Colorado State, and
New Mexico State.

Prof. Lands New Job
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In Rusk Adnlinistrat·ion

Meyor D11111d Ru•k end UNM A•.ac. Prof. of Speech Communic6-

tlotu &telle Zenna.

By TIM GALLAGHER
LOBO Editor
Estelle Zannes, UNM associate
professor of speech communications, is asking for a
reduction of course load next
semester so she can work as director
of communications for new
Albuquerque Mayor David Rusk's
administration, the LOBO has
·
learned.
Rusk will be inaugurated as
mayor in a ceremoney tbnight, and
will announce his appointments at a
Friday press conference.
Zannes has put in a proposal' to
the research and fellowship services
division asking for a reduction in
course load, sources said. The
director, Edmund Kasner, was out
of town and unavailable for
comment. Tina Benton, an official
in the division, said Zannes has
submitted a proposal but refused
further comment.
· Several sources, however, told
the LOBO that Zannes will head an
expanded cbmmunicataions
division at City Hall when Rusk
takes office.
She will be in charge of public
infbrmation as well as an expanded
communications system between
the departments at City Hall,
sources said.
Zannes' proposal asks that she
continue to teach a course at UNM
in addition to her City Hall duties,
sources said.
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Eve/ Knievel Dealt Out

-

Eric Sevareid Retires

LAS VEGAS - Evel Knievcl's proposed game haystack roulette is a
[; loser with Nevada gaming authorities.
Knievel claimed he would jump from an airplane into a casino parking
t: lot i~ Las Vegas or Atlantic City. He said bettors could wager on which
Cl haystack he would land in.$
'
0
However, Hary Reid, chairman of the gaming Commission, said Nevada
• .D
0
will
not condone any wagering on a person's life.
·
,...J
Knievel is no stranger to Las Vegas. He suffered multiple fractures in
'§ 1968 when he failed to make a !50-foot motorcycle jump over the founCl lains at Caesars Palace Hotel.

§

WASHINGTON - Eric Sevareid retired from 38 years of brQadcast
journalism Wednesday, maintaing in a final commentary he will wear his
reputation for fairness like a medal.
· .
"There is, in the American people, a tough, undiminished instinct for
what is fair," the scholarly commentator said. "Rightly or wrongly, I have
the feeling that I have passed the test. ·
"!shall wear this like a medal."
Sevareid turned 65 Saturday. Under CBS' mandatory retirement policy,
Wednes<;lay was his last day of regular work.
He departed from his usual format only to say, "This was Eric Sevareid
in Washington. Thank you and Goodbye."

UPI
Briefs

"'

CAIRO, Egypt (UP!)
Presiaent Anwar Sadat blast~d
Arab critics of his peace initiative
Wednesday, saying they only care
about "power and safety." He
vowed to "carry my peace call to
the very end."
Sadat spoke in the Suez Canal
City of Ismailia shortly after Soviet
Ambassador Vladimir Polyakov
delivered the Kremlin's formal
rejection of an invitiation to attend
talks in Cairo to prepare for a
Geneva middle east peace conference.

What's up after college? That .question Is enough to get a lot of young people down.
Air Force ROTC college graduates have that worry, too, But their Immediate future (and
longer If they choose) Is much more secure. As a commissioned officer, there's a good job
.. , Travel. Graduate level education. Promotions. Financial security, And really, lots more.
If you have two academic years ramalnlng, there's a great 2-y13ar A FAbre program stfll
available lo you, Look into the details. We think you'll be pleasantly surprised. And pleasantly rewarded,

"Last year I responded to an ad similar to this because J fee( as long as we are {Jotng to have
a military service the nature of their worK demands the best people mafJ.agfng our natural
resources. I al:so /eel, along W/th resources, they should have tho best opportunities
associated With their career. I want to get Into an Important profession after I t~raduate with
the best opportunities. To~ay I am more convinced of the Importance of/he Air Force Of·
fleer profession 8rtd of the opportunities available to me. Right now/am drawing a scholarship which pays all my tuition and class lees, books, Jab lees and an additional $100.00 a
month! In addition, I am employed at Kirtland AFB Jn a professional part-time Job with good
pay whlfe already putting my college courses to work, The real payo/f ts having a guaranteed fob when I graduate starting at approximately $14,000 salary plus a career which 1
might want rather than become 8 civilian pilot, with my pay at approximately $20,000 at that
time. I would like to tell you more and so would any of the staff at the UNM Aerospace
Studies Department. They are standing by at 1901 Las Lomas, telephone 277/4~02to assist
you liKe they helped me" •• , Keith Merrifield.

it all
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ready made frames
custom ftarnlng
metal section frames
pre-cut mats and
mal boards

• art supplies
• original hand painted
oils and water colors
• fine prints

20%' off

15% off

Hours: Mon-Fri 9-5:30, Sat 10-5:30

3021'-3023 Central Ave. NE
(4 stores east of the Lobo Theatre)

Phone 268-1471

'Bo~t,q

'Royal

Sut,oke8take~
0
FF

Enter the 1st Annual
Royal Bong Smokestakes! . ·
Win the ultimate head
gear.
A
numbered,
limited edition, 81,000
24 karat gold plated
Royal Bong, personalized
with your name engraved
·in script. This collectors
piece the future stands
18" tall on a base of handrubbed rare hardwood,
and is master-crafted- to
brihg you many years of
luxurious enjoyment. So
don't just lounge around
holding yo.ur breath.
Come over to either
General Store location
and sign up now. Good
L1,1ck!
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No Purehase
N eeessary
Contest Ends
9pm Sat. Dee. lOth
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GBKBRAZt
STORB
111 Harvard SE - 266-7709
8117 Menaul NE- 296-5039

concering
Egyptian-Israeli
developments.
Sadat, reacting to fire from
Syria, the PLO, Libya, Iraq and
other Arabs for his trip to
Jerusalem and his peace conference
in Cairo, defended his initiative in a.
blistering attack on his Arab critics.
)

When he visited Damascus two
weeks before traveling to Israel,
Sadat said, Syria's "President
Hafez Assad told me that time will
prove me wrong.

Photo by Doug Pullen ·

Doug Trumbull, special effects genius.

"But I replied that I have the
courage, in this case, to face my
people and tell them that I made a
mistake," Sadat said.

Prisoner Exchange
Begins December 9.

Frame and Art Market
Grand Openinq!

In Syria, meanwhile, the
Palestine Liberation Organization
tried to focus the splintered Arab
world on opposition to Sadllt.
The guerrilla group called on
Egypt's 'army to "react against
conspiracies" involving Israel and
advised all Arabs to improve ties
with the Soviet Union.
Plans for separate Arab conference rivaling Sadat's peace·talks
in Cairo next week went ahead in
Libya and Iraq, despite Saudi
Arabia's efforts to rally all Arabs
around a moderate oosition

WASHINGTON (UP!) - The United States and Mexico will begin
exchanging prisioners Dec. 9 to allow them to serve their remaining terms
in their own countries, Atty. Gen. Griffin Bell announced Wednesday.
Some 70 Americans and 38 Mexicans will be exchanged in a ceremony at.
Juarez Airport in Mexico City, Bell said, and, during the next eight days,
another 160 to 180 Americans will be returned.
U.S. officials have said many, if not most, of the Americans to be
returned are imprisioned in Mexico on various drug charges.
Bell said the returning Americans, including 40 women, will be taken to
the federal metropolitan correctional center at San Diego, Calif,. for initial
processing.
Fifty of the returning Americans are eligible for immediate, mandatory
release under U.S. law. The others, Bell said, will go to various federal
institutions for parole hearings.
The attorney general said the total number of prisioners elegible for
exchange is not yet known.
Of the Mexicans being returned, 26 are in federal prisions and the others
are in Texas prisons.
The exchange is being made under a treaty !he two governments signed
on Nov. 25, 1976.
The Senate ratified the pact and President Carter signed it into law last
month.
It became effective Wednesday.
· Bell said about 600 U.S. citizens are now confined in Mexico, but the230
to 250 takin.g part in the initial exchanges are the only ones immediately
available for exchange under the new treaty.

•

It was not immediately known ff
she had been sexually assaulted.
Many of the other victims had been
raped.
Police have refused to disclose
the actual method of strangulation,
saying it might provide a key to
finding the killer or killers.
Police were reluctant to tie all the
homicides together but said the
Wagner case "bears a number of
similarities with the others and will
be part of the task force investigation."
Most of the bodies have been
.found in a five-mile radius of the
City of Glendale, but Glendale
Police who were working with the
Los Angeles Police Dept. and
co·unty officers, said only one of the
victims was actually a Glendale
resident.
Lt. Dan Cooke spokesman for
the Los Angeles Police, said it has

Sadat said some Arab leaders
"only care about their government
seats and power and.orefer safety,
"We do not fight-for the sake of
fighting but in order to establish
peace on earth," Sadat told a
delegation from the Israeli occupied
Sinai. "I promise you that I will
carry my peace call to the very end.
"It would have been easier for
me to stay in my place, talking and
attempting to .. .leave the problem
to my successor. But I felt that God
will summon me to account if I did
not work to spare future
generations the ferocity of war.
Before meeting my God, I have to
do my best for the sake of _this
country.

"I rpomise you that I will finish
what I started," the Egyptian
leader said, " in order to realize for
our people a better future and for
our future generations a more
peaceful life."
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~American Studies 301

A Spring 1978 course:

*
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not been determined if a single
killer, or teams of
killers is
responsible.
"We have a whole series of
homicides which seem to be
somewhat related," he said.
Miss Wagner's body was found
in the Mt. Washington area, two
miles from where the bodies of
Delores Cepeda, 12, and Sonja
Johnson, 14, were found, nude and
strangled, Nov. 20.
The location wqas three miles
from where the lith victim, Jane
King, 28, was discovered nude and
strangled in a brushy area off the
Golden State Freeway.
Police in Burbank, adjacent to
Glendale, were investigating a
telephoned report Tuesday night of
a young woman being dragged
from her vehicle and shoved into a
station wagon after having her
blouse and bra ripped o,ff.
Officers said, however, no
missing persons report had been
filed.

~

: Reflections and Reconstructions of #
American culture, values and attitudes as #
#seen in major Hollywood movies of the*
: 1930's and 40's.
#
MondayandWednesday: 6:30p.m.
#
#
*
Three credits
*

·*

# For further info call: 277-3929 Or 277-5964 #
**~**********************************
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.Close Encounter

(continued from page 1)

Glendale Women Afraid of the Dark
LOS ANGELES {UP!) - A
special police task force Wednesday
pressed its search for one or two
men in the strangling deaths of a
dozen women.
Glendale Police said they have
received numerous calls from
women expressing fear of walking
in the area, or being out alone at
night.
"Ever since Novembver 6th when
the whole thing started," a
Glendale· officer said, "there have
been a lot of calls. Women are
afraid to go out at night."
The latest victim was 18-year-old
Lauren Raye Wagner of Sepulveda.
Witnesses said the petite redhaired
business school student was pulled
from her car late Monday near her
home by two men. Her nude body
·was found the next morning in a
residential area 12 miles from her
home.
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Scientific Issues Studied

Anwar Sadat Blasts Arab Critics

Clear Up Your Future In The .2-Year AFROTC Program.

"1l

In New UNM Class
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asked why India was chosen, especially with all the difficulties with
the government. He said, "India was written in the screenplay first,
then we discovered later that Columbia had frozen rupees there, and
•as it turned out it was one of the most inexpensive scenes in the picture.
"I believe the sequence of notes was the first major clue. The people
there wer~ much more receptive and open-minded in religious ways to
accept something they heard like these five notes and it got the
· Francois Truffaut mysterious project off the ground. I just know that
in India they could be no more closer to the earth, each other and the
sky."
An interesting twist in the film is the presence of France's leading
director Francois Truffaut in a leading acting role. Spielberg said,
"Truffaut came to me after I had come to him and asked him to do
the movie. After the first couple days of shooting he came to me. I was
intimidated by him. Here's Francois Truffaut running around
Wyoming and I wanted to talk to him about all of his old films and he
wanted totalk about the part. He pretty much was the one to give me
.
the courage to then turn around and direct him.
"One of the interesting things he did the first day ... ! couldn't quite
get my point across to him in English nor through his French translator. So he asked me to stand right next to the lens behind the
camera and he would watch my face and I would play the scene, and
he wouid imitate every facial move and the next day when 1 saw him, I
realized I was no actor."
.
Many people want to compare the film with Star Wars. Spielberg
says there is no basis to that comparison. He said, "Close Encounters
got off the ground a year before Star Wars was conceived, but we v:ere
just slower then they were and it was never really a race. It was JUSt
that we were both aware that one of our two films had to come out
first and at one point' we were coming out in spring and George
(Lucas) was going to push back to Christmas and when we pushed to
Christmas, George came out in spring. So really both films were m~de
independent of one another. The only thing was George and I gettmg
together saying what a bitch it is to shoot special effects and how we're
. .
never going to do it agai\1.
"What worried me is all that people who ran to the Deep thmkmg
they were seeing Jaws JJ (Spielberg. directed Jaws) :md I would have
felt that if Star Wars was a hit that 1t then became, It would serve as.a
precedent or an expectation. I feel much more secure now. Our movie
is in so many ways different from Star ~a;s.
.
.
"Close Encounters is a completely ongmal mov1e that will stand on
its own for years. It won't be hurt or helped by Star Wars. Except
Julia Phillips (co-produced) always referred to Star Wars as the best
trailer Close Encounters could have."
. .
One of the aspects of the film that some people are edgy about IS Its.
expense. The film costs between $ 18 and $20 million dollars. compared
to,a $10 million budget for Star Wars. Spie16erg was asked If he co.uld
justify such a budget. He said, ''It'll get mo~e .and more expensi~e.
That's the sad fact about making films here. It SJUSt the growmg pnce
of tomatoes. This will be considered a medium-sized budget by 198~."
Special effects figured into the cost of the film and the man behmd
it has an impressive working history. Douglas Trumball was
responsihle for the special effects in 200~: A Space Odys.sey and a.lso
worked on the Star Wars set. He also duected a fine sc1ence-fict1on
film called Silent Running.
.
, .
Trumbull said "I had worked on Star Wars and In my opmwn I
think Close Enc~unters was a unique opportunity to do something
new and it also fit in a lot of projects I was working Q.ll anyway. I
wanted to create something extraordinary in an ordinary environment."
.
When asked for details on the technical side of his work; Tru'!l~ull
said that he likened himself to a magician. "For the general public It's
vitally important, even at this point of time,. that the mystery and .awe
created by the visual effects n(<1d not be distorted by the techmcal.

Kidd said the units to be taught in
the spring semester course are the
origin of life, the controversy
surrounding the recombination of.
DNA, scientific discoveries in
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anthropology, human genes and
their consequences, the cognitive
revolution in psychology, and the
problem of expanding population
and limited resources.
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BUYA
BUCK
LOBO Ed$
Win Awards SAVER
For Writing

Two UNM journalism students
have been cited for their entries in a
national writing competi'tion·
sponsored' by the William Randolph Hearst Foundation.
Dolores Wood and Rebekah
Szymanski both of Albuquerque,
were honored for articles published
in the "Albuquerque Journal,."
Szymanski received a $200
scholarship for her article on
Laetrile and Wood was awarded a
scroll for her story about pinb,all.
Both students are editors for the
"New Mexico Daily LOBO," the
UNM student newspaper.

'THIS
CHRISTMAS

Shoppers'
Shuttle
Saves Cents

Give your "deer" ones a PUGH
motorized .bike. It will deliver
the "goods" all year.
• 150 mpg of fuel
• almost maintenance free
• costs not much more than a
good racing bike
.
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SEE THE LARGEST SELECTION OF
GREAT COLORS & STYLES IN NEW MEXICO
LAYAWAY FOR CHRISTMAS

Ch.ristmas shoppers will get a free
ride this year when they take the
shoppers' shuttle bus between the
Coronado and Winrol:k Shopping
centers.
Shuttle service will operate on
weekends beginning with Saturday,
Dec. 8. Buses will run from 10 a.m.
to 6:30 p.m. on Saturdays and on
Sundays from noon to 6:00p.m.

f

268-4337
Lead & Cornell SE

Motorcyclists
You'll never have to
carry your gear again!
You pay haff
the price for a 116
parking space
·and have no facilities.
Molobox (Motorcycle
Lock Box) provides
security and storage for
your helmet, books
and gear.

(continued on page 6)
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A UNM course taught for the
first time this fall is taking a
humanistic approach to the study
of science.
Thre three credit hour course is
Natural Science 125 and is taught
by David E. Kidd, professor of
biology.
Kidd said the course is aimed at
what a student "needs to understand in the current issues
relating to science. It is not a survey
of the basic principles of the
biological, physical, and behavorial
sciences.
"We spend more time on who
did what, what the scientist is like
as a person, and how does the
scientific development affect
society," Kidd said.
"What I am trying to do is to
explain what is happening in the
most current theoretical topics to
people who do not have a rigorous
science background," Kidd said.
The three units taught in the
course this semester, Kidd said, are
the theory of continental plates, the
social 'consequences of nuclear
power, and the origin of the
universe.
Kidd said that in the spring
semester of 1978 he will teach a
similar three credit hour course,
natural science 126. He said both
~curses do not have prerequisites.

"'

TAOS CARDS
4605 Fourth Street N.W. • 345-2125

ADVENT CALENDARS
A trcnli liol1rd tVay
lo mal'k 1/w cloys to Christmas.

The University
will not provide
this service for
nless you respond
' to this ad.
For further info
call266-2974

You owe to yourself.

Christmas Cards:· Southwestern, Traditional
Etchings• Personalized Service
'
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Parking Hearing Attendance Low

~

By ROBERT LEE
LOBO Staff Writer
Only two persons attended the
Campus Planning Committee's
second open hearing on parking last
night.
Eleven attended the first hearing
Nov. 15.

Mondt Saved

'-'

Z
UNM President William E. Davis faced no easy task when he made
..f the decision concerning UNM head football coach Bill Mandt, but we
.1:1, feel he made the wrong decision.
"'
c.
The situation concerning Mandt's job has been coming to a head for
quite some time, and Davis might have written the final chapter when
he announced Tuesday night that Mandt will be retained as head
coach. We feel another decision should have been reached.
THOSE WHO SUPPORT MONDT argue that UNM's disappointing
record of 5-7 this yaar was due to the scheduling of four fap-20 teams.
They say that with a relative!\' easier schedule next year, UNM will do
much better.
·
Backers also argue that Mandt will return tnany players from this
year's tarting team, But their strongest argument is that Mandt is "a
nice gll\'·" He doesn't treat football players like animals, he deals with
them as human beings.
THOSE WHO WANT MONDT AXED say "nice guys finish last"
and that is wh1• the lobes are only 19-25-1 during Mandt's four-year
reign as head coach.
The\' also argue convincingly that "UNM footb-all coaches gave the
same line last rear about having the best team ever and look what
happened." If the lobes don't produce next year, UNM is one year
beh!nd in building a sound program.
Perhaps the best argument to oust Mandt in the first year of a threeyear wntract is that football attendance and reali~ed revenue has
dropped e;,ch year that Mandt has been C1lach. Attendance has
declint>d from 124,000 in Mandt's first year to 87,000 this year - the
lowest !eve! in seven years. Actual revenue from ticket sales is up from
$218,000 his first '{ear to $321.000 this year, but roughly $100,000 of
that r<wenue go-es to retiring the bonds used to pay for the $1.8 million
VIP press box.
AND THAT PRESS BOX iswh~'We thinkMondtshou!d not be kept
as head coach. When McDona:d opted fot the press box and expanskm, it .neant UNM was going big-time fomball. And when you go
h:g.time footba:l, well brother, you better have a ''inner. That is
something UNM does not have.
If Mandt cannot p;cduc-e a wfnner as he.'!d ccar:h, then he does nat
dt!Si1l'.'e that job a! UNM. Sure the lob~ had a tough schedule, bo<
Mondt had fouq:ears to prepcare the lcbcs to beat some of those topronk,eQteams, and since UN!M dtdn"t. Mandt shcu:o go.
However, since Mom:it ts a fine character but~des and i:s knowZedgab!e
obllut football he shoutd be kept on the staff at some other position.
Tilts wi!! ke-ep some ~ntinuity in the pro'!)ram and hfs four )ears here
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Bell Curve Unfair

Editor:
l am responding to the Spanish Dept's decision on grading in
Spanish 101. The policy is to prohibit students that have taken
Spanish for twa years or more in high school from taking Spanish 101.
Now, in order to be consistent, ather departments should make this
mandatory in their classes. This should also include those who has
had twa years or more of any concentrated mathematics, because
they hurt the grade average of those who have had little mathematical
background. The list could go on and on, but rather, I hope the
picture comes across.
I cannot ~ee why anyone \•,·::m:o zero in on the Spanish class, ather
than it be someone vtho Cs ~n:s-=~~s.:f;;e ~o ~:tcs.e v,~ho have made use of
certain opponurdtfes_ V;'7e a~J ;r:a~d a ~har:·Zte :2 :ake Spanish courses in
high stho.ot. hwt re~h-e:-r s::ne c.'"":l::s:? -~:::: ~=-- ..::.:..t ,•,·hatever reason. Now,
these same pec.;2:e C')7 !Ct~~ .br~~=-L:s:c~·::h:n ;a:H~ cf ~raining in this field,

perien~rli S~·EY.JS;~ s:~~-iktr:s.··'

The ASUNM pres:tient and Yi<:e president m'ght be living in the
dorrnitones ff<ee· frmn now en. and "'e don't thin!nhat's too fatr.
UNM Vt<::e pres!dents Man:in "S\..'ede'' Johnsen and John ?ero\i~
are canshiering a Hcus!ng Committee proJJosal to a::m'i' the ~'"•'•"'
ASUNM b!gshms to a~cept scholarships which wou!d pay for a s'n;fe
rourn in the damtitaries io.r each offictat The ccmn~mee proposed t!t:e
mov'!l so the dorm students would have a bett;o; f:nl; to ASUN.\1
government.
BOTH ASUNM PRESIDENT Tam \Wliams and Vr~e ?resod'~t
Da\"e Garcia sa'!' the\'\Ynn"tbe inffuenred by dorm pre£'ud:css Efth:y ge!
the ronm free and w-e be!1eo.:e them. But what abom im'Lice AS'lJ;); \\
pres!dents and vf~ f::uas:dents? HO\\~ can ,,..e be assured ~hat Ht:e)i'"·~~~~
be swung arcm:rrl:i to he~:p the Corm students oo Essues ~ha~. e::e'.:t a]

'~Peteffi sa)d -=-~ b:= ~:::=.-r :.~ s:-~ni:?·J3 :r-. S~=~5sh 101 this semester, a
ben cune ;•,17-~~ -sa:.-a ...:;::d t~•=- ·e,~~=~;-nced students from the
nnnexpe:fem:ed S:o:;lfe,~:s .,,,.~·1 o; ~·e.:;: eo. DRe bell curve averaging all
th.e· students~ s::at::s r,•,::-~ be t.~ Ca,s.$ f"cr the grading of those who
ha"e had pre\:fclrs e~p;.:je,-::e c,.., <".e ~an;;~uage. Another excluding
t-hese vffih p:re,·fm.;;Sc ex~i~·~ie;o::e:· -,•,~J be !he basis for the students
w~·thcU1. p:ravftrus ex;p:~le,.=:=. '
~~o,,<, \'tilat hlnd ~1 7 e.as.::-~·~; ~s th:s? h s,eems that the Spanish
dep.a-.~t1h-enfs pc::~~ rs ~PDt:.i!',s.ls:e~~t \'i~th other department policies at
UXI\l. At geast i !>.a:-;;, ":::: 11ea•d of any such regulations by other
ci'e.pa,<.Jo(.B'1ts. Dcs..l( Yi:ti .. 'S·a!:~a.n:~ \Vc·r.man, Arts and Sciences dean
w'iw~ Better ye:t, H as:<. \<!:o, Sud Oa\':s, why do you allow this? If thes~
i"m:tv;lC~r,aJ ~tnien~s ca:r:!"Iot c;uf:'l'pete v,:Eth the more informed in this
Reid, q:1r expe!fe..n::osd? they s.'hnu!d :a~dit 'the course first or take a
rem€d~=:J c:~~s-se., as. .t-tZS b::e.-r me-nt(oned before.
.~"l.o<c>,.er s;rggas~:cn m'g!'o< be to inform individuals who might be
m'e=t~ mta'iJ"l;; cc''ege rE\ceJ Span:sh ccurses of the need far a
'"""'t' s~~n!! S;:.a:cs:ill baz:kgmumi. Thts cculd be dane in many ways
~-";ie b~~n~ tu f·'J'!·<:t!irl:e:. Slich tnfosmation in the UNM bulletin. UNM
sl;K:lld ~~e !l~'e:
t'!te fac1 that the Spanish field is competitively
s:'i~.n·g:::r
:h:·ere
tnaj,'] tn o~Jter parts of the country~ Steps should be
_,,~ ~.-.
. .•
...:j.,._;o ;..~':.•
~~
..
~

stirdents'
\Ve ·~h~n.'k e~~cted student go·,~aw:.-.~ent offi~&aS shau~ ~.;~re_~!l; e~J
stud::.nts arrj .ni:t a;:cs?t g~Ets ·trom certa:n groups.. \V'cll.?.:i t~ be ~ht f-;;.>r
\\T::.:3JF..s ~a a~:. a ~ar fu~m KE\:-a Ci:ub SU! ~. e'd ~:-s ~1ansp-o.rtat~:.::li to
Ut:e!r ~a'::fr:-:gs~ ':v·ou:dnc-~ it 02 TU:ne:h:~eJ fur Gar..Ja !~ a~:ep! a ste!reO
f;rQ.~ ,KQ1J~~4~ :so fu~ C:ctL!~·d be r5'tt!Se [n tou:ch 't'tt"t~· tl-.e s::~j;=-~ card3o
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and s·c me c!ti-::c~a~l P-.spu r:=:s ·~·o :.-.:-(e-m -i.1.t'':h ~i'- ~s..

The f~':ow;·~·s ~ll'~ ::e\e0 -<:":-;:.~ ::~·r: l.CED '\'nv. 14, 11 Peters said
stude-nt cnifi:.·s.~ !:0 ~:~•::- S::.=.-:s..+.; ":[,, ::i:::~:s=:s 'b...::ught about the new
reqa:·~ejT,'.e~':s ~= s::tj :l-.·:- s:·....·J:!':l-3 ::e;~ ::..,~:!:,:·'··.l:"..uve grading method
used tj] ~r- 1V S:=.E- iE;:, ~J)ry ~.:.::c:le ·:: :::.=:•;:!- '1 ~o compete with ex~
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Only two persons
ing on parking.

~ttsnded the Campus Planning Committse's second open hear-

increases.
,
Mario Ortiz, a student, asked
why the committee does not favor
another alternative it has considered, which is using parking
around the UNM Arena and
bussing students to campus.
Rosenblum said, "it could be
tried experimentatty, but 65 per
cent of the people who park on
campus come from the north." She
said she thought it unlikely these
people would drive to the arena to
be bussed to campus.
The committee has proposed two
parking-fee schedules. one charges

faculty and staff according to their
income, and students $36. The
other charges students $40, and
faculty and staff$60.
Ortiz said students should be
charged less than $36.
Carney said student fees "can't
be lowered much." He said
students provide most of the parking system's income, and that the
income from fees is to be used to
finance new parking construction.
Dudley said she doubted there
are many students who can't afford
$36 a year for a parking permit. She
also said she favored the graduated

fee schedule, which would charge
faculty and staff $52, $84 or $96,
depending on the person's income.
Carney said this would probably
be the last hearing on parking.
Hooker said he will present the
committee's recommendations to
the UNM vice-presidents and to
UNM President William Davis.

SUNG LASS HD'OTS
Ray-Bans, Photo-Chrome,
Gradients, Mirrors, or Polorized.

Casey Optical Co.
(ne::l dOar lorwey RcxtJll Drug

Lomas at Washington
255-6329
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Proudly announces the Grand
Opening of their new location:
108 Vassar SE
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Lionel Lucero
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Thursday
,
KUNM News at 9 am and 5 pm
UPI News at 1, 6, 8, 11 am and 1
and 9 pm daily.
3 p m: Jock Itch:Spons with
Andy Nisito.
10 am and 6 pm: KUNM Personals.
7:30pm: Public Affairs- Grand
Juries: an updated look, via the
Pedro Archuleta case, of what
grand juries were originally set up
for, and haw they're being used
now.
.
9 pm - I am: The Light that
Jazz Lit: With a special Duke
Ellington feature at 10 pm.
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Estelle Rosenblum, campus
planning chairperson, Dr. John
Carney, chairperson of campus
planning's parking subcommittee,
and University architect Van Dorn
Hooker represented the committee
at the hearing.
Carol Dudley, supervisor of the
microbiology lab . at Bernalillo
County Medical Center (BCMC),
questioned the committee's recommendation that BCMC patients,
visitors and staff be charged for
parking.
, Patients, visitors and st<J,ff now
park free at BCMC.
Dudley said she personally did
not mind paying for parking "as
lang as I have a parking space."
She said there is a problem at
BCMC now with persons who are
nat staff members parking in staff
lots.
"My worry is how it will be cantrotted," Dudley said. "Can we
really be sure that outpatients,
visitors and staff will have a parking spot if they pay for it?"
Carney said that the committee's
recommendation is that anyone
who parks on University-controlled
lots pays. He said a specific plan for
BCMC would have to be worked
aut "if and when" UNM takes over
the hospital.
He added that the parking
system's only income is from fees,
and that if the system does not
remain self-supporting, the money
wit! have to came out of the
University's budget.
Hooker said that inflation and
construction on campus (eliminating parking spaces) has reduced the
parking system's income. He said
parking services will be operating at
deficit next year unless its income
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Two Show Up for Second Meeting
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by Garry Trudeau

Still serving the_ best pizza and
sandwiches in town
Convenient drive-up window (on the alley naturally)
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We still deliver city-wide
Call 268-2300

Coming soon: Patio dining, banquet
facilities and delicatessen

~

Open Il:OO am to 12 700 pm Thur.~Sun.

open 'til 1:00 am on Fri. and Sat.

Come bask yourself in the warmth
of our new solar heating system
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Las Campanas Picks .Art Bl.dg.
Teacher-of-Month c 0Nearll
nt~.
m n e 10

The educator of the month for
,::. November chosen by Las Cam'@ panas, junior honorary at UNM,
0
comes from the school's depart0
u
'R ment of communicative disorders.
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Las Campanas President Bill
Connell said students selected
Assoc. Prof. Richard B. Hood
because, "He is a great teacher who
takes pride in his students and gets
them involved with him in community projects directly dealing
with communicative disorders
insteao of just relying on lectures
and readings,"
Hood said that it is particularly
important to him to expose undergraduates to the New Mexico
School for the Dea~ in Santa Fe, to
three local facilities for hearing
impaired children and to doing
noise surveys in local industry,
"The feedback I get about these
experiences is probably the most
rewarding part of my involvement
with the students, he said. "Most
have said these expeiences helped
them make up their mindd about
their carrers,"
The increasing popularity of the
course in communication by sign
language, which he stated, is
another reward for Hood.

'

Assoc. Prof. Richard B. Hood

"And the most gratifying part of
mny job is to see the success which
former graduates achieve. We're a
small enough department to be able
to keep in touch with most of them,
and about 90 per cent are speech
pathologists or aud io!ogists,"
Hood said.
Hood
got
his B.A. in
mathematics at Duke University in
1954, his.M,A. in speech pathology
at Syracuse University in 1962 and
his Ph.D. at Stanford in Audiology
in 1966. He came to UNM in 1969.

Juggling Classes?
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Displaced Homemakers Ignored

,.,,
.'

By .MIKE HOEFT
Miuriel Kirchmeier, project
LOBO Staff Writer
,consultant for the Displaced
What happens to people who Homemaker Study, ·will present
return to college after 20 years? Do study findings to the State
· they face the same obstaQles that · Legislature in January for possible
confront 18-year-old freshmen? programs to serve these people.
Some people who return to school
A displaced homemaker is an
are part of a group known as individual who has spent a subdisplaced homemakers,
stantial number of years in the
home and who is forced to seek·
outside employment because of
divorce, or the death or disability of
a spouse.
Kirchmeier said these people are
forced into the job market unprepared. They have job skills, or
an , outdated degree, but need
training to put them back into the
job market.
Pat Luna, counselor for the
Womens Center, said that apBy DONALD SANDOVAL
proximately 70 of the 200 returning
LOBO Staff Writer
women
students at UNM this year
Historian Susan Ciroag Bell told
an audience of 127 persons at .were displaced homemakers. The
Woodward Hall Tue sday night Women's Center acts as a referral
that the industrial revolution was and counseling agency and enthe ma]or cause of "women being courages them to join groups such
placed in a subordinate position in as the Retu'rning Students
Association.
relation to men."
Kirchmeier said she taught a
Sponsored by the ASUNM
course
at T-VI for displaced
Speakers Committee, Bell's lecture
homemakers.
She taught assertive
topic was "Women and Work
training
to
students
and advised
From Evolution to Revolution."
Bell said that since industry took them how to get into the job
over the production of most goods, market.
The 1977 State Legislature
women no longer worked side-byside with their husbands as they did directed the Affirmative Action
in pre-industrial times, Women
who wished to work were driven to
the factories, she said, and the
factories hired only male supervisors.
Since factory work was
degrading, the nation was formed,
by the upper-class, that women
should not work at all. Bell said
that "because of this notion,
respect for women diminished."
Bell said that the Judea-Christian
ASUNM needs canned food,
tradition of charity work being the food staples, ar...: clothing to give to
domain of women was the driving the needy during the Christmas
force of the nonworking upper- holidays. In conjunction with ATM
class WOI)len in,itiating S!JCh sopial . Busi~ess Club,. .ASUNM is holding
movements as women's surfenige a food and ctothing dirve unit Dec.
and the anti-slavery movements. 16th.
She said that "although the sufferage movement made the most
Drop off points will be in the
noise, it wasn't the most important SUB information booth, the
of all women's movements.,. She ASUNM offices, the Veterans
cited women's drive for higher uffice and at Chicano Studies.
education and legal improvements
President Tom Williams and Vice
as being more important.
Bell pointed out that since the President Dave Garcia have
Middle Ages women who worked donated $50 and $25 from their
were paid exactly half of what the. respective expense accounts to
men received for doing the same purchase more food and clothing,
job. She said conditions aren't that Garcia said.
different today.
The lecture was accompanied by
The recipients will be residents of
80 slides depicting the history of . the Good Shepherd Home for Men
women's lives in relation to their and the Albuquerque Rescue
work and status in society.
Shelter, Garcia said.

nrange from juggling to a study of .the conce.pt. of power, will be offered
under separate programs at UNM next semester.
Physics Prof. John Howarth, director of the General Honors Program
The new art building under (GHP) and the Undergraduate Seminar Program (USP), said the courses
construction west of the Fine Arts are open to all undergraduate students. However, persons interested in the
center is nearing completion, said GHP must receive authorization from Howarth's office to enroll in honors
Van Darn Hooker, University classes ..
architect.
Both programs are geared to small classes and significant student
participation, Howarth said. The GHP offers seminar type courses in a
Hooker said, "The main thing variety of styles "and students have an opportunity to study and work with
lacking now is the glass for the other students from various departments," he said. "There are opfront entrance, cabi.nets for the portunities for individual study and informal activities and students have a
inside of the building and the major voice in planning the course offerings and the structure of the
landscaping."
program."
·
The USP offers about 21 credit hour courses each semester on topics or
Hooker said the art building activities of general interest which are selected from proposals, made by
would be ready for the spring · faculty and students, he said. "The subject matter is generally insemester, He said the move into the terdisciplinary or at least such that the course would not be offered by a
building will take place in January regular department."
1978.
There are no prerequisites for USP classes. Although the classes are not
honors
courses, they can be used to fulfill part of the course requirement
The three story with 74,750 square
·
for students in the GHP, Howarth said.
feet of floor space building will be
Among
courpes
scheduled
in
the
honors
program
next semester are
completed at a cost of $3.35
"Creativity
and
Consciousness,"
Technologies
and
Arts,"
"Science and
million, Hooker said. State bonds
Art"
and
"Power
and
Powerlessness."
Three
senior
honors
colloquia'and
and UNM money paid for the
an individual study class will also be available in the program.
building.
Offerings in the undergraduate seminar program will include "Juggling
Hooker said planning for the for Health and Entertainment," "Old Time Fiddlers of New Mexico,"
building began in 1971 .' Con- "The Effects ofT. V. on Social Behavior," "I've been Framed: A study of
struction was started on Aug. 2, Animation," and "Interpreting News on Foreign Affairs."
1976, by the Lembke Construction
More information is available from Prof. Howarth at 277- 2201.
Co.
Donald· McRae, acting dean of
the Fine Arts College, said he
expects a formal dedication
ceremoney to be held in the spring.
· .-

Women's
History
Explored

Class Offers Credit
For Council Interns

University students will be given
an opportunity to earn 1-3 hours
credit for working with city
councillor Jo MacAJeese as interns.

going to be doing everything research, leg work, going to council
meetings and council committee
meetings," MacAleese said.

Approximately five to eight
students will be chosen for the
internships which will· be coordinated by Dean of Students Karen
Abraham and which will be listed as
an independent study course.
"The students will be working
with me in District 7. They are

"The course is primarily for
studentrs who want to know how
government works," she said.
She added she will be working
with the political science dept. next
semester "to work out a more
structured system.

(con/lnued from page 3)

What's important is to go and enjoy the experience."
Spielberg was hesitant as well to talk about his work on the film. He
said, "I sometimes have a difficult time interpreting my own movies.
It's open to many different interpretations." He said that he would
wait and see what the journalists say. Spielberg says he has already
written a sequel, saying, "If this movie makes any money, you'll
· _
know about that pretty soon."
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Kirchmeier said the study findings may prod the U.S. government to make more funds available
for this kind of student. "There
needs to be a drastic re-evaluation
in eligibility for student financial
aid," she said. "There must be
avenues of recourse for displaced
homemakers."
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(Don't wait until next semester)
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serving a/1 day

"I have gone to different
agencies for financial help, and
have to repeat my story and fill out
an endless amount of forms. It's
the denials I receive that make me
exhausted."
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Harrison Schmitt for help, but
nothing has come of it, she said.
She said she is determined to
finish school. "It is my only course
tlf action left. There is no future for
me in banking,:• she said.

(I)

YOUR USED
TEXTBOOKS
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college, She left her 23-year
banking job and is going back into
education, after 30 years.
The Bauers receive $359 a month
from social security and $61 a
month from a private disability
fund. Now that Bauer is in school
and neither of them work, she finds
it hard to make ends meet.
"Some days I have to cut class
because there is no money for gas,"
she said. The Bauers sold their
house last year and bought a mobile
home, Bauer has applied for BEOG
loans for school, but said that it
was denied beacuse of their assets.
"Student financial aids are geared
for dependent 18-year-olds, so any
assets make a person ineligible for
aid," she said. "I am being
penalized for having a roof over my
head." Bauer has talked to Senator

(I)

Food,Ciothes
Needed for
City's Poor

.. .More Encounters
The FUJI FX is·
the first truly high fidelity casset~e capable of yielding exceptional clarity and definition of sound. The new Fuji Pure Ferrix oxide tape formulation represents a major advance in
the world of magnetic
audio tape.

Commission to do research and
planning for programs to serve
displaced homemakers. The
Albuquerque YWCA was contracted to make the study, Ms.
Kirchmeier said.
"Many of these people face
economic problems, though they
must make an emotional adjustment," she said. "They are not
used to being out of the home and
suddenly realize that they must start
their life overagain. This is
especially difficult if the person is
over 40," she said.
June Bauer enrolled in UNM this
year. Bauer is 48 and classified as a
displaced
homemeker.
Her
husband has terminal cancer and
left his job last year.
Bauer is studying education, and
hopes to teach art in a junior
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Student Book Store
Serving lunch and
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BEHIND all great BARS

2122 Central

(across from UNm
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Hendiest Band
On the Way ~p

Headed Fot Statdom
0

The group has three albums
By GEORGE GESNER
LONG BEACH, Calif.- One of under its bell. Plans are in the work
:;;: the most promising hard rock for a new one to follow Flat as a
~ groups to break out in the last few ·Pancake, Get Yourself Up and their
years is a group called Head East. latest smash album Geltin' Lucky.
~ Although. they're not always
The group said that they may
~ heading east, they do seem headed record this month is in L.A., b.ut
said there's a possibility of
P-. for stardom.
"

'5

li

University Store I'm sick and tired of spending a
fortUne on tapes and records
2222 Centro.! S.E. and I'm not going to take it
255-2225
anymore!
ffion.-Thura.I0-10
Fri. So.t. 10-12
"Gettln Better •
Sun.12-6
All The Time"

Uptown Store
4517 Centro.! N.E.
266-9887
ffion.-So.t. 10-8
Sun.12-6

recording in England early. next
year as there are some producers
over there interested in the groups.
John Schlitt, vocalist extraordinaire, said, "Our list of
possible producers was very impressive. In fact it was a compliment to us."
If Head East has a single strong
point that one could focus on, it is
the fact that everyone in the band
can write songs. They don't simply
write songs; they write songs well.
There's a tune, however, which
may be on their new album called
"Elijah", which received a
· favorable response from the Long
Beach crowd during Head East's
encore, that was written by a clo~e
friend of the band who works in a
St. Louis band called. Full Moon.
Drummer Steven Huston said, "It's
going to be the first time in four
albums by Head East that we are
going to record a song that none of
us write."
Asking Schlitt about everybody
taking a part in the songwriting, he
said, "I guess we're still very
competitive with each other and
writing songs is just another facet
of music. I'm trying very hard to
write. I never did it before because I
was too busy with the bookkeeping
until we became a·quote 'recording
act'. Now that I have free time I put
my time into writing."
Steven Huston destroys the myth
that a rock drummer just beats the
drums and is only confined to that
function. Huston is a prolific
writer. On Flat As A Pancake
Huston wrote five songs. 'He said,
"A lot of people ask me 'you're the
drummer and you wrote the most

::::::::::

Eliot's Nest
presents

(continued from poqe 8)

music scene and if rock was 'on its
way out. He said, "People who are
on the top are determining what's
happening right now with rock 'n'
roll. ·There is a lot. of basic
deterioration, but we're not up
there. I hope that when we get up
there that our influence is heavy
enough to maybe change sotne
people's opinions. The only thing
we've ever done as far as our music
is to make sure that, although we
want to get a hard rock sound, we
want to get it with some quality."
Schlitt said they like to work on
melody getting a classier sound
than the average three-chord rock
'n' roll. "l hope people can say that
we influenced them in a lot brighter
sense than the ones that are doing it
now.''
, Talking on how some bands
change their sound to be more
c?mmercially acceptable, Schlitt .

\

l

Photos by Gsorgo Gssner

Heo.d Eo.st In Long Beo.ch
songs?' They say obviously you
play some other instrument,
because songs written on drums
tend to get boring. I took some
piano lessons when I was young. I
wouldn't consider myself a
keyboard player, but I have a
knowledge of notes. I can write
music as well as read it, I mean
physically write it on the page. It's a
lot of fun."
Although Head East headlines
concerts in the midwest (their birthplace) they often play backup
elsewhere. The group definitely is
better when they have a longer set
to play in. Schlitt said that he's very
anxious to start headlining saying
that when they do, the show is

much stronger. "It almost gets to
the point where it's disgusting to
come here and do what we do. It's
embarassing. We try the hardest we
can and we can only bring across
the sound that circumstances will
allow us. I would love people to see
our show. I was just getting warmed up."
Head East is definitely a working
band. Schlitt said that for the last
three or four years the band is
touring about 230 days a year. And
that's a lot of singing for Mr.
Schlitt, a man whose got one of the
best voices I have heard in the rock
market.
I asked Schlitt about the current

•

Guitar and Banjo
Pieking Contest:
Monday Nights, Dec. 5th and 12th
9:30pm
Grand Prize: A new guitar or banjo

John Schlitt, voco.llst po.r excellence

To enter:
Call 296-9626
or stop by in person
Eliot's Nest
2294 Wyoming NE

,,.1'

Okies
~~
daily 11-3

Presents
Foot Long
Hot Dogs

.35c

Dandy LP

Steve Huston, rock 'n' roll outlo.w

Compiled By ROBERT SPIEGEL
L.B.Cottonwood: This Friday and Saturday at the Apollo Lounge on San
Mateo just south of Lomas they'll be shooting pool and dancing to the
energetic sounds of L.B. Cottonwood:' Though its name is a mystery, this
group's music is well-known and well-appreciated by Albuquerque rock
and country lovers.
'
Frank Larrabee: One of Albuquerque's favorited will please the steak
eaters at the Big Valley Ranch Company through New Years Day.
Soundstage: This week Soundstage will step up to the platform to put out a
variety of dancing music for ·the Friar Pub-ites, on Lomas between San
Pedro and Louisiana Blvd.
Sky Blue: The Hog's Breath Saloon will be the sight and sound of this
harmonious dancing band this wee!~. The pizza eaters will be swallowing it
up on north San Mateo.
Planets:This group will keep them spinning this week at Ned's on Central.
The Planets are one of the city's most popular bands; check 'em out.
Fame: Working to perfect its disco sound, this group will play at UNM's
own Subway Station this Friday night. Admission is $1 with student I. D.,
$2 without.
·
Cosmic Charlie: PEC scored in booking this group for theSubway Station
this Saturday night. Stopping down to see this jazz-rock group will be well
worth your time.
100 Watts: This dance band will light up the. Tender Trap on Central
between San Mateo and San Pedro through Saturday. It's an electrifying
experience.
Wylder: Getting wilder by the minute, this group will play loud, energetic
.
music at Uncle Nasty's on Central through Saturday.
Flyer: This heavy-ish rock group wiilland at Alfalfa's (5001 Lomas NE)
through Saturday.
Uncle Bert: The steak eaters at the Establishment in the M Plaza on north
San Mateo will be working off their dinner to the sound of Albuquerque's
Uncle Bert through Saturday.
'
Made in the Shade: Once again, and I've said it a lot this semester, Made in
the Shade is a special treat. Go hear them at the Friar's East on Wyoming
just north of the freeway. Make a request for "Steam Heat."
Traveller: You won't have to wear a leisure suit to go hear this excellent
rock band at the Albuquerque Inn's Fogg's Bar. You might get stranded
there all night.
Last Mile Ramblers: The Headquarters will be spinning to the western
dancers' favorite swing band. It'll be green snakes on the ceiling for the
fools on the stools through Saturday.
Asleep at the Wheel: The Golden Inn in Golden will present one of the
country's best swing bands this Saturday night. New Mexico's own Dave
Ain't Here will open the show. Admission is $5.75 in advance at all
Ticketmaster locations, or$6.75 at the door.
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"Metro"/Sire [ WB] SR 6041
By GEORGE GESNER
Rarely does a group of virtual
unknowns come along and shake
up the music scene. Metro does.
When one talks about comPeter Godwin, Duncan Browne
petition musici11ns often disagree on and Sean Lyons team up on i wide:
it. Some will say that is is not a~sortment of instruments and
important and that it would hamper create some of the most refreshing
them. Others side along with Schlitt music I have heard this year.
who says, "It exists. Between bands ·
"Criminal World" sets off with
it is a respectable game. Com- cool British vocals with a laid back
petition is healthy. If you don't feel only interrupted by blazing
have enough character to ap. guitar breaks. Lyrics are clever:
predate com petition then it is not
"You never- told me of your other
right for you to go higher than you faces. I'm not the queen, so there's
deserve. Everybody has to put out no need to bow."
The lyrics "are you a fallen angel
an effort. If you don't then it's not
fair because there's somebody out afraid of being caught, moving
there that wants it worse than you through this station in your empty
do."
train of thought?" set the mellow
mood of "Precious."
"Flame" with permeating strings
and voice opens with a sharp funky
rhythm moving into a fine orchestrated rock number.
Thoughts of String Driven Thing
or AI Stewart co111.e to mind after
listening
to
"Black
Lace
Shoulder." The beautiful violin
work of Graham Preskett -is a
;,..
definite plus. ·
<•
The rest of the songs are interesting and provocative as well.
"Paris," "One-Way Night,"
' "Jade" and "Mono Messiah" like
the other numbers deal with the
topic of love and sex. Metro weaves
the images with a subtlety that is
much too often ignored these days.
As the groups would say, "Metro
is of your stereo desire, as they say
higher than the headlines." It is the
best debut album of the year. A
plus.

Band j,,~:::,,:.

Thursday Nights through December
Ladies: Receive 820 eash
just for entering

Sparkling

'
said Head East will not change their
sol)nd. "We're stable. We had to
do a lot of growing as every band
does. No way will we go supercommercial. I don't say there isn't
pressures in that direction. I hope
we don't have to do that. A band
that does that sells its soul."

(continued on poge Q)

Bikini Contest:

Debut
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Monday · Friday
"Race With the Devil"!Black Oak
Capricorn CPN 0191
By GEORGE GESNER
It ·took an Adrian Gurvitz
number (the title song) to lend some
class to these raunchy rockers.
With a nice mix of ballads and
rockers Black Oak has earned their
respect as a good band. With the
good songwriting team of Jack
Holder and Greg Reding' and the
more refined voice of J.D.
Mangrum it seems that Black Oak
will be paving a better road for
themselves. B.
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5:00. 9:00

Boogie To:

Wyler
UNCI::iE NASTY'S
Lunches Monday Thru Saturday

Golden Inn
presents

~
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country swinq's best-band

Asleep At The Wheel
Saturday, December 3

~

Tickets: $5.75 in advance, $6.75 at the door
Available at all Ticketmaster locations, the
SUB Box Office,· and the ~eneral Store
.
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A Good Eatth,.Sttong Wind and Blazing Fite
that, Earth, Wind & Fire has
released a series of albums that
have become standards in the field·
of music that Earth, Wind and Fire
has created.
That field, whatever one wished
to christen it, is a fusion ~f
rock/progressive and melodic
jazz/rhythm & blues and even some
Sundaymorqing Gospel lowdow~.
What MaJJrice White has evoked IS

the meshing of some of the world's
most relateable and exuberant (and
upcoming, take a look at the
direction that Steely Dan has
decided to take) mucis, adding a
personal touch of kinetic energy
that arrives at a point where their
sound is still under an aura of

Not only has Maurice White
come a l0ng way - from his days
as a drummer with fellow
Chicagoan Ramsay Lewis, but the
people around him, the members of
Earth, Wind, & Fire have grown
too. Most members of the group
have participated i~ some fora; or
fashion on numerious artists

PRESTIGE· PAY· POTE TIAL·
We~~ffer a!I three In generous amounts to everyone who joins our staff,
our business is life Insurance which Is. a useful, satisfying career. Since John Hancock
creates our policies, you'll be working with the best, selling the best.
Cllances for advancement go as far as your abilities, No

lnsuranc~ background Is

necessary. We'll train and pay you at the same time.

lf you'd like to be known for the company you keep In our community. Just call or write
us, We're'6n equal opportunity employer.

Robert Cisneros, C·L·U·
5260 Montgomery Blvd. NE
881·9810
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MCAT • OAT • LSAT • GMAT
GRE • OCAT • VAT • SAT.
NMB I, II, III·ECFMG·FLEX·VQE
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NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS
Flexible Programs & Hours

differen~e!!!

For Information Please Ci;!ll.

299-5144
•
10712 Snow Heights
N .E.
Alb. New Mex. 87112
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(,EDUCATIONAL CENTER
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1936

Classes Now Forming In Albuquerque
Outside N.Y. State Only CALL TOLL FREE: 800·223·17~2

•Centers in Maier us Cities Toronto, Puerto Rico and Lugano, Swrtzerland

BUDWEISER~ • KING OF BEE.RS!. • ANHEUSER·BUSCH.INC • ST.lOUIS
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WHEN DO JOURNALISM
MAJORS SAY BUDWEISER®%
AV.'RIG•HTII'V£ GOT TWO BY-LINES
AND A FRONT PAGf. FEATURE
·
IN TODAY.5 PAPER!
I ffliNt< I'LL CALLSUZ't;
A'ITRAC11VE 5RUNET1E, .:21,
AND SHARE A PITCHER
OF COW BUD .<OVER AT MARTY'S,
FDPULAR CAMPU.S
HANGOUT; 4!!! AND J\1\L\IN.
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doubts and rumours that often
accompany a supergroups' subexcellent release, will be or has been
dispelled ..
The album is extremely strong
musically. If there's a "weak" cut,
it must be the new single "Serpentine Fire", it takes off, but comes
down too soon - and that's the
only thing. The percussion jumps
up front and at times complements
the vocals of Phillip Bailey,
Maurice, and V erdine. After that
brief detour, the listener is in for
some very smooth and clear sailing.
There are three ballads on the
album - "Be Ever Wonderful,"
"Love's Holiday" (which was copenned by the master balladeer,
Skip scarbourough "Love
Ballad", "Can't Hide Love",
"Don't Ask my Neighbours" etc.)
and a real gem, "I'll Write a Song
. f~r. ¥o.l!': .whi~~ }!laY,, ~el! b.e}~e..1
successor to "Reasons . ..,
There's the constant barrage of
progressive mu'sic that has helped
place Earth, Wind & Fire up top.
"Runnin' " and "Fantasy" both
use some soaring vocals (ala "Sun
Gooddess") with excellent guitar
riffs from AI McKay and J oh
Graham. And if that's not enough
good music, included is "Magic
Mind" definitely danceable and
funky- it's the cut you're going to
hear over the holiday season. Even
the interludes which come between
the cuts are smooth and flowing.
Maybe since All 'n All was
released during the week of
Thanksgiving, it was meant to be
something truly special. Earth,
Wind and Fire may have secceeded
in putting before us the ultimate
musical Christmas present, album. wise.
All 'n Allis complete. It is from a
group that is truly professional and
experienced (the production and
recording quality is A-1); pioneers
almost. You see, Erth, Wind & Fire
didn't invent music - they just
season it, translate it and play it and
play it and play it and play it and
play it. .. A plus.
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Lobos Bounce Past Denver U.
By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports_ Editor
The UNM women's gymnastics
ieam received a ·fine all around
perf-ormance by sophomore Joann
Jost to defeat Denver University
Wednesday night in Johnson Gym
by a score of 129.90 to 126.95.
The meet was the first competition for the tumblers of Lobo
coach Claudia Thomas.
Jost, a business major for San
Francisco, Ca., scored an 8. 75 in
the vaulting exercise, and 8.3 in the

That'; the Way of the World."
As a critic that really appreciates
the music of Earth, Wind & Fire, I
must admit to their last album,
Spirit as a mild letdown. But with
the release of All 'n All many

MuLudl Ljle lnsuumce Compan~

PREPARE FOR:

'Chere IS A

albums as studio musicians. And
quite recently Larry Dunn
(keyboards) has been ~u~y
producting Caldera, and Maunce s
brother (also bassist for the broup
- Carlos Santana calls him the
"Best bassist in the World") has
done an excellent job producing a
new group 'Pockets, whom he
"discovered."
Those are just a few accounts of
members of Earth, Wind and Fire,
helping others. On All 'n ~II, all the
experiences and weathenng of the
individuals thast make up the
group, along with that Maurice
White foresight and energy that was
mentioned before, explode and
force their way inside your conscience :.___ not in the form of some
stimulating literature by Joseph
Heller or Thoreau, but in the
unique space of sound. Without a
doubt this is their best effort since

.....

uneven parallel bars, and 8.8 in the
Linda Cage 8.30 and Amy
balance beam and 8.65 in the floor
Williamson 8.45.
exercise to capture the all-around
Cage, a freshman for El Paso,
point standing.
Tex.,
who appeared to be suffering
J ost said, "Coach Thomas has
from opening meet jitters said, "I
worked us hard all year and I think
wasn't really ready tonight. By the
it obviously showed tonight."
time January comes around, I think
From the outset of the meet, the
the whole team will be ready."
women gymnasts led. After the
The Pioneers cut the LOBO lead
vaulting exercise, UNM led by a
considerably
after the uneven
mark of 33.40 to 32.70.
·parallel bar routine.
lost's teammates who scored well
Melissa Barton captured the bar
in the vaulting routine were Tammy
routine with a score of 8.65. The
Custodi 7.45, Marilyn Wilson 6.45,
women of Lobo coach Thomas had
trouble on the bars -but Jost's. 8.3
performance and Rachel Hernandez' 7.9 kept the Lobos ahead
63.50 to 63.1 0.
The Lobo women built up their
margin again in the balance beam
exercise with a fine all around team
effort. After the beam competition,
the Lobos upped their lead to 96.10
to94.15.
The grace and beauty of the floor
exercise ended the evening with
gymnasts from both schools thrilling the crowd with their fine
performances.
The crowd especially reacted to
the routine of Lobo freshman
Tammy Custodi, who, injured for
the past two years, scored an 8.10.
"A knee injur:~r had me out for
two years," Custodi said. "I knew I
could do well in the noor exercises.
The team's got a lot of spirit an~
~~
that helped."
Injured and competing Wednesday night was sophomore
gymnast Dianne Frew.
The women begin actual competition in Januarv .
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.Tobacco
Pipe &
Road

'
¥~ 50% Off
1st annual pre-Xmas sale
Tobacco pipes Water pipes
Paraphenalia ·
Imported cigarettes
FREE rolling papers

n•

Limit one-must present ad

107 B Cornell SE

LOBO photo by W.T. Hunt

Tammy Custodi, a newcomer to the UNM women's
gymnastic team completes her routine on the balance
beam. Custodiscoreda 7.95in thisexercise.

RULES.

Rule # 1. Look for this label.

Rule" 2. Jeans with st~~le.

Get Ready Fo•• Finals

At

This Semester's Last Weekend
In The

IUIWIY 1!1!111

In The Student Union Building Basement·.
Friday, Deeembe•• 2
When They Hit The Stage, It's Time
For A Diseo Party With

·KANSAS

"Point of Know Return"/Kansas
Kirshner (Epic) JZ 34929

By GEORGE GESNER
Establishing themselves as the
best American group, Kansas has in
their fifth album another monstrous effort.. It is a musical
miles~one.

·'

Kerry Livgren and Steve Walsh
have become the modern-day
Lennon-McCartney team as their
songs continue to excel. Mixing a
beautiful blend of magical melodies
and hard rock energy, Kansas has
reached fame, the point of no
returil.
Kansas has something new to
say, musically, in each of their five
albums. No one should be without
a complete set of Kansas albums.
You won't regret it. All cuts are
equally excellent. A plus.

Rule

It's all at the Gap.

The newest rule in
denim style-lean fitting
jeans, shirts and vests.
Good looking, great
detailing, and the sizes
to fit. So learn the new
rule. Brittania.

1&811 tPBII! l:lt 'I .R.
Admission Prices
Students 81.00 caclt
(Witb I.D., Pbts One Guest)
Pnbli.c 82.00 eacb

Coronado Center
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i lntramurals: A
!'J

0 the rule this semester as more and
.g more people found out that in·
....'1 tram urals are fun. A shortage of
~ facilities and relatively short
0 seasons usually limited a team to 5
o games in a given sport. Because of
·~ the large numbers of entries in
;:E individual
sports,
single·
ii; elimination tournaments were
z .usually held over the weekends.
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~ Co-ree intramurals, which has
o.. been growing steadily, seems to get
mos~

of its participation from the

Growing Activity

A Las Vegas Casino
right here on cam_P-us?
Dec. 2nd, Friday Night
8 pm. 12 p.m. in La Posada
All UNIVI Students Are Welcome
Cost is $100 per person in advance
(Sales begin Wed. & Thurs. evening on the
East side of La Posada)
$1.50 at the door
Play money will be iSSU~?d at the doors.
Live Entertainment and Refreshments
Over $400.00 worth of prizes
4-footBong
Radio Headphones
Plus Lots More

Cassettes
Shirts

Semi-formal·

..

tourney. Sig Ep and Co. was made
up of the guys in Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraternity and a group of women
fr<;>m the tennis and basketball
teams. Jean Rostermundt, Susie
Schuster along with Meg and Beth
Born helped the Sig Eps capture the
crown.
Marla Higgins and coach Ron
Jacobson (wrestling) teamed
together to win the co-ree
racquetball tournament. The
husband-wife duo of Don and
Lorraine Lester took second place
honors.,
Co-ree bowling, which was held
at Iceland Bowl, attracted 7 teams
which competed in a round robin
tournament to determine the
champions. The dorms were well
represented as Charles Padilla and
Julie Lenhart took first place
honors while Tomas Soto and
Carmela Martinez took second.
Dick Zolman and Julie Nesbitt
representing NROTC also tied for
second place.
Everyone got their feet wet in coree inner-tube water-polo as
everyone seemed to enjoy this
event. Stella Septema (Seven Stars)
repeated as champions for the third
year in a row. The members of
Alpha Chi Omega sororiety and
Sigma Chi fraternity teamed up
together and took second place
llonors. Six teams participated in
the round robin tournament.
The Eagles seem to have the six
.._ person co-ree basketball title all
locked up. The Eagles who are led
by Joe Cabarrus are undefeated in
league play with one game to go. A
team called Everready looks like a
good shot for second place.

Women
The women's schedule started
with powder-puff football and
swimming during the first month of
school. The Footballers behind
Beth and Meg Born and Cindy
Fisher rolled to their second

The Cultural Program Committee
The University of New Mexico
··.····•

...........

··

.··

Popejoy Hall

.

Present
The Hilarious All-Male Travesty Ballet Company
As Featured On The Johnny Carson Show And
The Shirley MacLaine Special

Les Ballets Trockadero
De Monte Carlo
l
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SwanLake
Phaedra/Monotonovs
No. 1148
The Dance of Liberation
Go For Barocco
Don Quixote
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Pool action in IM water polo•

consecutive powder-puff title.
The Footballers used "a fierce
defense and superb passing to
record a 6·0 undefeated season.
FYB and the Pi Phi Pistols tied for
second place with the Pistols getting
the second place !·shirts as they
defeated FYB earlier in the year.
Theresa Grubbs led the
lifeguards to the team title in the
swim meet held in early September.
The Lifeguards scored a decisive
64-49 victory over the Hallibutts as
Grubbs took three events.
Grubbs grabbed the freestyle
event in a quick 28.6, the fly in 31.2
and the breast in 37 .I. Sally Brown
aided the cause with a 35.2 in the
backstroke.
In women's golf singles Sheryl
Paloni of Alpha Chi Omega had the
low score followed by Mindy
Martin of Delta, Delta Delta.
Beth Born used a strong steady
forehand in beating Bonnie Brandt
in tennis singles. Both players had
steady games but Born's forehand ·
was the difference. Sylvia Schepps
won the intermediate division and
Belinda Garcia took first place
honors in the beginner's bracket.
Twenty-seven women competed in
this semester's competition.
Racquetball was won by Marla
Higgins as Lorraine Lester took
intermediate honors. A total of 17
women competed in this rapidly
growing event.
Lynn Stutheit showed showed
her expertise in badminton as she
completely wiped out her com·
petition. Nancy Herring did
manage to take second place in this
single elimination tourney.
In . the table tennis tounament,
held in the SUB, Bonnie Brandt and

Holly Spellman both Delta, Delta,
Delta sorority sisters took first and
second place respectively.
Mosley's Mistakes coached by
Arvita Mosley won the women's
volleyball title by barely beating the
Wiki-Wiki-Wahines. Both teams
were made up of women who lived
in the dorms.- It took Mosley's
Mistakes 3 games to finally take the
crown .
The 3-mile cross country race
held in late October attracted more
than 20 women. The women's ski
team who had been training for the
previous 6 weeks took first and
second place team honors. Angie
Prater won the individual title with
a time of 21.1 0.
Renee Tackett won the
springboard diving competition in
the 1 meter and 3 meter heights. A
total of six dives were required at
each height.
In women's 3-on-3 basketball
competition, the ".Hot Dogs" be<tt
Alpha Chi Omega 1 I baskets to 7 to
win the first place T·shirts. Karen
Jefferies, Jamie Synder and Linda
Archuleta were the women playing
for the "Hot Dogs". A total of 45
women participated in this event.
Sheryl Paloni pulled off the upset
of the semester in women's in·
tram urals as she beat Jan Coulson
in womens 8-ball billards. Coulson
won the first game and then
scratched the next two games to let
Paloni take first place honors.
Paloni, who is a pretty decent pool
player didn't have a chance until
the two scratch shots.
Diane Schutz of Alpha Chi
Omega beat favored Colette
Robertson of Delta, Delta, Delta by
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continuod on page 14

Now comes Miller time.

Program Tuesday

Les Sylphides
A Corral Offering
The Dance of Liberation
Evening in Paris
Dying.Swan
Bluebird Pas de Deux
Ecole de Ballet

4'"~./-·----.

Game action in IM volleyball.
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Tickets $9.00, $7.50, $6.00
ASUNM & GSA Students- 1/2 Price
At Popejoy & s·uB Box Offices
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Two· Different Programs
Monday, Tuesday, December 5,6-8:15 p.m.
Program Monday

·

"wz
"
'3::"
15.
"'

people in the dorms. Eight events
were offered this semester.
Swimming led the semester off with
six teams and 42 individuals
competed in the co-rec races.
Twen(y·one teams battled each
other in tennis. The final game
featured Pat and Christine
Montoya against Doug Bloomquist
and Beth Born. Due to an injury in
the last set of the final natch all
four competitors decided to share_
first place honors.·
Starting the softball. tournament
.with only one win in ieague play,
Sig Ep and Co. put it all together
for three games to win the co-ree

Monte Carlo
Night

'~ ' '
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Increases in the number of teams

~ and individuals participating was
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Still Grow1ng.
contlnusdfrom pag9 12

12 pins to take women's bowling.
o"
Robertson had a 127-213-189, 529
.D
o total on the first day and it looked
~ like nobody would even come close,
Jl but Schutz who bowled the next day
'"" came acro~s with a consistent 183176-182, 541' total to take the
crown. Schutz needed a spare in her

last frame to overtake Robertson
and she did just that to win a first
placeT-shirt.

Men
The men's season started off with
a bang as 17 teams participated in
flag footbal1. The powerhouses this

_,.·········:······,
: quahty
:

•
: custom ••
••
: picture
••
; ~~~~~!~9 •••
••
•
10% Discount to Students
•
:
& Teachers with current I. D• •
•
: POORMAMS
Dexler & X-Acto mat cutlers
Dry-mounting presses & materials

II

Braquottos J Frarnl11g hardware

•

Blenfang Non-Gtas

Glare & non-glare glass

•

L

PICTURE FRAMING
PICTURE FRAMING I

AEADY~MAOE FRAMES I FRAMING SUPPLIES

• • • • • • • • . • •a• • • · • • • • • • • •

TURQUOISE RINGS·*
TURQUOISE EARRINGS*
WEDDING BANDS*

c~~~~ .........

99c

BunERFLY RINGS*
LIGHTNING RINGS*
HEART RINGS
YOUR CHOICE

1URQUOISE&
CORAL RINGS
HEART STAR CHOKERS*
TURQUOISE LW RINGS
YOUICHOICE

$'1 49 EA.

$3SO EA.

LIQUID SILVER NECKLACE • 105TRANO ...••. $11.95
8UTTERFLYIRACELn5* ....•. ,_,, ••.••••. $5.00
MEN'S Rl~* .............. _..... ; .... $4.40
All items on slorliog silvo< with s!obihod turquoiso.
'All starrod items oro not Indian 11\CJdo.

• WHOLESALE •

'
\

1. PERSONALS

and his film a.bout moza.mbique's
first !,Jeo.r of lndependence"0 Povo Orgo.nlzo.do"
-exploring in depth the bea.uty of an
Afri,can people struggling to build a new
society.
Thursda.y, Dec. 8, 8:00 pm in Woodwa.rd
Ha.ll $2.00 gen. publlc/$1.00 students

1/9
for your dancing pleasure ai
Ned's .• .'till2 a.m. this w~ek,
1211
CONTACTS?? Polishing & solutions. Casey Oplical
Company, 25$·8736.
1fn

ll's the

NCAA Tourney
Tickets On Sole
January9·

All rcmammg tickets for the 1978 West Regional Basketball
Tourney, which season ticket holders did not pick up, will go on sale
to the public Monday, Jan. 9 according to UNM Ticket Manager
Mary Barnes. The tournament will be held in the University Arena on
March 16and 17.
By NCAA rules, each school participating in the tourney will
receive 750 tickets. If the Lobos, make the tourney, UNM will receive
another allotment in march.
The Arena, which is the fourth largest collegiate basketball facility
in the nation, will host two sessions, one on Thursday, with two
games, and the other on Saturday with one game. Both will be
televised by NBC television.
Other rcgionals will take place in Dayton, Ohio, Lawrence Kart. and
Providence, R.I.

fcc.

1212
BI~E TO CLASS. Delightful 2 bedroom; kid.~, pets
fme. $135,00. Valley Rt.!ntals, 262·1751. $30.00 ree.

Planet~

12/2

AVAILAUI.E NI!XT SEMESTER - roonly 1
bedroom, Close to clas~, ju.~t $125.00. Valley
Rental~. 262·1751. $30.00 fee.
1212
ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE 3 bedroom
SUNLAND ALBUQUE~QUE MAGAZINE seeks
luxury NE Heights house. $1•10.00, 294-7462. 12'2
human int~-rcsl storie.~; fiction, por:try, an ,Vork~ ·
photcgrttphs concerning history, cultures, prc~ent
WAtK UNM. I bedroom, fUrnished, 3 blocks to
lifestyles of Southwest. Contact Henry Woodall,
campus, $140.00,255-4,364.
1211
265-8170 or Kathy Thompson, 821·4.171, .Mailing
ROOM &. J30ARD: re~ronsible female to Jive-in
nddre~s: 1816 Kirby Court, Albuquerque, N.M.
(private bedroom/balh) & cure far 2 children ~
12/2
87112.
ages 7 &;. 9, 2:30p.m.- 9:00p.m., Monday-Friday,
SKATEBOARD CITY CONTEST, Sunday Dec, 4th,
December tltru May. Home 3 blocks from UNM
11-3 p.m. 106 Morningside NE. Ca[] for i1 1 rorma~
265·5318,
1212
tion, 25,5-4336,
.1212
ROOMMATE WANTED for 2 bedroom apt. r1e:u
Hobbit puzzles, puppets, stufred toys! For children
UNM. $85.00/mo. Pat, 243-4088.
1212
of all ages in the UNM Bookstore's Gift Depart~
WANTED: roommate to share 7 room adobe in the
ment.
[2/1
North Valley, Separate large artist's studio also
eHRISTMAS CARDS
Spanish & English greet·
available. Shared transportation to UNM possible.
ings-the UNM Bookstore Gift Department.l212
$150.00 rent. Call 897-0165, best after 6:30p.m.
12/2
NON-SMOKERS' CLUB. 897-0131,
1212
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE for 2 students, four
AlBUQUERQUE'S SANITY NEEDS YOU!
blocks from UNM -. furnished, large yard, quiet
PLEASE sign decriminalization petition,
1211
nlace to study; ali utilities paid. $120.00/mo, per
RENE & PAUL: Please don't tell Kathy. UNM Pool
person. No watcrbeds, no pet~. Phone: Barbara,
12/2
831-2080.
12/2
LAUREL'S KITCHEN, a vegetarian handbook, at
WHAT
IS
A
COLLEGE
INN?
Recreation
rooms.
UNM Bookstore.
12/l
Study lounges. Pool, undergrounc;l parking, Social
VOTE FOR F.F. "CISCO'' GARCIA, UNM Student
programs, ~03 Ash NE, 243-2881.
11/29
Veteran Association President-than~ you. Cisco.
12/1
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS BOARD Meeting wilt
be Thursday Dec. I in Marron Hall, Rm. 104. 1211
MAXELL UD C-90 casselles, $3,00 each, Minimum
order six. Free local delivery same week, Fireny;
AGORA WISHES YOU GOOD LUCK· on your
Box 7583,87104.256-1495.
1212
finals and Happy Holidays, We will be open over
the holidays so callus or come by, 277-3013, NW
20 USED PORTABLE TV's, $30.00 to $60,00. 441
corner of Mesa Vista Hall.
1212
Wyoming NE, 255-5987.
1127
ELECTION_ OF OFFICfiRS - UNM Student Vet·
1976 CHEVY MONZA. Great car. Student must sell,
eran Association tonight 7 p.m. in the Child Co-op
Call 345-9353.
1211
Center, New business per newsletter is open to dis·
PIPES! Finest smokablcs in classic shapes and bold
cussion tonight. Bring your family o~ friends with
freeforms. We have the pipes and the tobacco to
you. All welcomed or call277-4150.
1211
put in them, Ask about our used straitgrains. Pipe
BOBBY, HAPPY 21" BIRTHDAY (12/10/77)
& Tobacco Road, 107 Corne:!! SE,
1211
Cutie! lloveyalots.
1211
BICYCLE TIRES, thorn.rcsistant tubes: all sizes on
NUNZIO'S PIZZA gives you a giant slice of the pie.
sale~266·161 l, Richmond Bicycle Supply.
12/2
At107 Cornell SE. Nunzio: II iniglior fabbro. 1212
MOVING! Potter's kickwheel, $90.00; dishwasher,
P.S. Don't stop ••• ever. Nancy (not
)
1211
$190.00; room size rugs- brown, $40.00, orange,

5.

Faculty-Staff

Turkey Trot

Peruvia.n Revolutiona.r!,J
Quechua lndia.n Leader

-ba.nned from entering
the U.S. b!,l three Presidents!
topic: "Co.rt11r o.nd Humo.n Rights
In La.tin America.-ffiyth vs. Reality"
Frida.y, Dec. 2, 7:30 p.m. in the
UNffi SUB Ba.llroom
$1.00 gen. public/SOc students

017!.

year were defending champ Law
School, NROTC, Alpha Tau
Omega and Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
SAE took all the marbles this
year as ATO took second place
honors. Wide receiver ·Kenny
Dolomon and QB Dave Ellison
helped lead the SAE to the big win.
The favored NROTC team got
knocked off in the semis as both
Doug Bloomquist and Jim Weaver
suffered leg injuries to dampen the
hopes of NROTC.
The Halibutts, behind the trio of
Ron Johnson, Bill McConnell, and
Mark Larragoite, took the annual
swim meet held the second weekend
of September.
The 'lifeguards almost pulled the
win out as Greg Baca won three
events. First he flew to a 26.05
victory in the fly, then took the
backstroke in 28.55 and then finally
won the 100 IM in a fast 101.5.
More than 120 swimmers and 10
teams competed in this years meet.
A confident Steve Parrish of Pi
Kappa Alpha was one of the first
golfers to compete but shot a 9 hole
at 38 at the North Course to take
Court action in IM basketball.
the first placeT-shirt in golf singles.
Mike Powell and D.on Clampitt, badminton singles competition as completely blew by their opponents
Fiji, tied with 39's. Sixty-eight V. Shivakumar beat Rich Davisson in handily winning the tourney.
golfers competed in the two day of ATO to take the all university
event.
crown. Steve Rozzell made a gallant
A graduate student in recreation effort to beat Shivakumar in the
The Faculty-Staff racquetball
and a pilot for the Air Force won semis but Shivakumar had too
finals saw defending_ champ Bert
the advanced tournament in the much experience for Rozzell.
tennis singles tournament. Larry
Hsin Su Li translated as "Quick Kudo (Geology) pitted against John
Wiggins is his name and he beat and Powerful" used an awesome Gustafson (HPER) in the finals.
Curtis Huff of Sigma Chi to take all oifense to completely destroy their This year Gustafson was able to
university honors.
opponents as they rolled to the all- return Kudo's serve and eventually
Pat Montoya a med school university championships in mens won the match. The quarterfinals,
semis and finals featured some
student took second place behind volleyball.
Wiggins in the independent
Captain Mark Hopkins put excellent play as the caliber of
bracket. Terry Miller a fraternity .together a team with excellent skill competition is growing better each
brother of Huff placed right behind and experience as their name in- year.
The Chemistry Department
Huff. An unbelievable number of dicates. The IM staff did manage a
defeated
the previously undefeated
188 students, faculty, and staff second place finish out of the 30
HPER
team
to take first place
participated in the 3 day event.
teams who competed in league play.
in
the
noon-hour
volleyball
honors
Poor playing conditions and not
In over-the-line competition the
comcompetition.
Eleven
teams
enough courts didn't hamper John NROTC team upset the SagFriedrick of the Med School as he Suckers to take the all-university T- peted this year as everyone seemed
used steady and consistent play to Shirts. Over-the-line is a 3 person to enjoy getting out and getting
beat Jon Toledo in the finals rof softball and a new event in the some exercise.
Faculty-staff basketball is still
racquetball singles.
in tram ural schedule.
A total of 83 people competed in
The Sag-Suckers even had a going on as 10 teams are competing
this semesters tourney. The tourney . teammate wearing a shirt every Monday, Wednesday and
was divided into advanced, in· proclaiming the work cham- Friday fo see who will come out
termediate and fraternity and it pionships of over-the-line last year champs. Teams from Geology,
on the beaches near Los Angeles. Chemistry, Med School, Physical
seemed to work out well.
Ronnie Wheeler of Sigma Chi Over-the-line is relatively a Plant, Mesa Vista, HPER and
and Steve Rozzell of Alpha Tau defensive game as the final score Economics are trying to play and
Omega battled .long and hard in the indicates NROTC 5, Sag Suckers 3. get some exercise.
The Zappa Krappas, led by fleet
fraternity finals before Wheeler
finally rallied 5 straight points to Martin Medina completely ran by
More than 90 people braved
the rest of the field to easily win the
beat Rozzell.
Six teams and- seventy-nine in· cross country race held at the north windy conditions to compete in the
dividuals played Robin Hood and golf course. The surprising Sigma first annual turkey trot sponsored
William Tell on October I in the Chi fraternity edged the Ski Team by Budweiser. The first five runners
archery meet. Dennis Doyle SAE by one point to capture second in each age category received
with his camouflaged bow out shot · place. The winning time was 15.32 Budweiser awards.
The top runners in each of the
for the 3 mile race.
the rest of the field to take first
age
divisions were: mens 17-20
The rapidly growing sport of
place. Dan Muerer of NROTC took
second place honors. The first five soccer had 17 teams participating Mike Romero; womens 17-20
this semester as Pi Kappa Alpha Ingrid Hayden; mens 21-26
places were all within.
(Pikes)
took first pla~e by defeating Marlowe Eldridge; womens 21-26
Glen Granzow and Kevin McKee
the
Mountain
Club in the finals by Angie Prater; mens 27~37 Rick
NROTC battled each other in the
of
3-1.
The Pikes used good Warren; womens 27-37 Odette
a
score
table tennis tournament before
team work am;! good ball control to Bonnet; men 38-and-over Bryon
Glen reached back and put Kevin
Dieterle and women 28 and over
away with some excellent power capture the crown.
Mary
Root. The race covered 3
In the annual wrestling tourhits. Paul Lin of Sigma Chi beat
nament only 42 individuals showed miles around the north golf course
Mike Langlois ATO to take
up and the wrestling activity class and the winning team was 15 .01.
fraternity honors. The tourney
started out with 81 men competing
for university chap.
. A lot of birds flew during the

ASUNm Speakers Committee
ptesents
Robert
Van Llerop
ugo Blanco

garage mc!uded. Valley R~ntals, 262~175{. $30,00

AL~CURA1_·~ I~l'ORMA!ION .~BOUT contraccptmn, sterlllzati011 1 abort1on. Right to Choose,.294·

• •

the

Sl:PER C:LEAN I bedroom. Walk io UNM. $125.00,

2.

LOST AND FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907.
fs
FOUND: key!. in parking lot, south of Bandelier
Ha!J, Claim Marron Hall, Rm. 105.
1211
LOST: turquoise hesihi choker between Woodward &
Mitchell Hall, 11/30177. Sentimental value, H
found please call294-6080, 298-5289.
1212

3. SERVICES

FOR SALE

$35.00.255-4039.268-9256

12/2

1976 FLUTE. Excellenl condition. B. Cordova, 2774646; 345·9360.
12/2
WOOD BURNING STOVE, .$75.00. 268-3779, 1212
BAVA~IAN CREAMPUFF. 1969 BMW 1600.294--

7462.
1212
NAZI DAGGER - 1937 Luf1waffc, General's, 2947462.

1212

SINGER MACHINE, zig-zag, makes buttonholes,
overcast, blind hems without attachments. Pay
$24.00 and take machine. 268-4393.
1212
BRAND NEW color Sony Trinitron television: left in
layaway, Dig screen, new guarantee. Take over
payments of$7.88 per month. 266·5872,
1212
SANSUI STEREO, unclaimed freight. Blg speakers,
dclu)(c turntable, tape player. Assume payments
$7.82 per month. 266-5872.
1212
NEW 1978 Kirby Classic Ill and altachmcnl~, new
warranty. Take over payments $7.00 per month.
268-4394.
12/2
UP TO $300.00 orr on any Pioneer complete stereo
system till Chrislmas- also layaways, 268-4393.

QA TYPING SE,RVICE. A comp1 te typing.and
editorial syslem, Technical, general, legal, medical
121.2
scholastic. Charts & tables. 345-2125.
LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare noW.
Call PENM 842-5200.
tfn
TYPING; MA, English, on-campus. 296-8564.
fs
SERVE in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233. 277-5907. rs
TYPING, lsi quality, 883-7787,
tfn
RELIABLE TYPING. 6Dc per page. 881-7546. 1212
KINKO'S TYPI,NG SERVICE (IBM Selectric), and
12/2
of course, cop1cs. 268·8515.
1211
PRECISON MACHINIST'S vertical milling ma·
TYPING, EDITJNG,266-4S67.
1212
• chin!!. Well';; in~cx ~ode! 40, 8" .x 34" table,
:TUTORING FOR SPANISH students by native
.$1600.00. Hallet's Bicycles, 843-9378. Save andre·
speaker. Call242•9469.
12/2 , cyclethisad.
1212
1969 .BMW 2002; 25 mpg, runs good- $1,195.00.

4. HOUSING

242-2130.

SHALAKO INN has deluxe efficiencies from
$145.00, utilities paid. City bus .service down
Central available. Apartment includes modern
kitchen. Lounge, restaurant & swimming pool on
12/2
premises. 12901 Central NE. 299-0434.
ONE BLOCK TO UNM, Deluxe I bedroom, twin or
double beds. $185.00. Varsity House, 141
Columbia SB,268-0~25.
1211
SEARCHING FOR HOUSING? Residence Halls are
your answer for maximum convenience to campus
plus comfort and economy in housing and food ser~ vice! Inquire: La Posada 201, weekdays 9-4, or call
277~2606.
I115
2 ROOMMATES WANTED to share 3 bedroom
house with big yard, $62.00/month plus utilities &
depmits. Call Elisabeth, 247-2746.
12/2
ROOMMATE. NEEDED. Bicycling distance from
UNM. Pets weleome. Rent is approximately
$60.00/molllh. Call George, 242-9219 after S.
Location- 1120 Buena VistaSE.
121,2
3 BLOCKS TO UNM. Fenced privacy 1 bedroom
kids, pels • .$130.00, no lease. Valley 'Rcn!als, 26i
1751.$30.00 fcc.
1212

- ..
'-

I

Community Living
• ~ . Workshop
li
I

presented by John West a
noted authority on
1
community life.

·artistic

1

·agriculture
·center city
·senior citizens
·religious groups
1

Learn: Why do it?

•

call for reSelVations

2474226

.
• ~four days: December 9 & 10 • ~
and
January 6 & 7

-

16M.

12n

SONY REEL TO REEL tapC deck. Ask for Mike,
881-7763.
'
12/2
ANTIQUE CLOTHING - new grouping. Embroidered shawls, ~imonos, white lace, velvets, never
worn 1940'~ dresses. Friday only, 10:30 a.m.- 4:30
p.m. Cash only,419 Dallas NE.
1212
FORD VAN 1969 3/4 ton, AT, CB, 302 VB, steel
radials carpet, insulation, convertible back scat,
many extras. Good run'i:Jing condition. $1500.00.
1212
265-4087.

-~m

1m
MEN'S ·10-speed in good shntlC, $25.00. 242-645.2.
12/2

HONDA 90, PERFECT. 100 inpg, $500.00.
Evening:<., 293..-4469.
1212

B&W QUASAR TV,) months tJld. E:ro:cclkm

•

'WANTI!D TO BUY; EL!ropcnn made manunl portable t_Ypi;'\I'Titcr, 0)\lelti 11rcferrcd, 898-5004,

"tl

1212•

~
(b

STUDENT PUBLICATIONS BOARD Mcetinr. will

·"'

-~ltjlp(.'rtJme.

he TIHir~day Dec. I in t>.·huron Ha11, Rm. J04. 1211

~

condi~

;:;:
"'

lion. Best· pffer, 277-4085.
1212
TWO LIST- current models J.V.C'., J.R.S. 20011
receiver, fii1C~.ial reduced price, from $300,00 to
$240.00. Next shipment $300.00. Holiday special:
Yamaha dose out C.A. 400 amplifier, reduced
from $270.00 to $189,00- quality .'iPet:S, 3-ycnr
guarantee, HI-Fi 1-lou~C. 3011 Monte Vista NE,
tleartrianglc. 255-1694.
1212
URAND NEW ITALIAN CONCERTINA-. nc\'Cr
used. Ideal Chri~tmas gift. Wilt sacrifice for $25.00.
Cali243-236S..
121,2
MOTORSCOOTER, YAMAI·IA, 50 cc, Great transportation nround campus; with electric starter,
$145.00.255-6610.

~.
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Work in the PEACE CORPS. Orlega 233. 277·5907,

r,

7.

TRAVEL

RIIJE Fon 2 w11ntrd: Boston/NYC, mid-December,
shore usual, 242-6452.
1212

N.Y. STATE: riders wanted. Leaving Dec. 21, returning Albuquerque Dec. 25. Share expenses &
possible U-Haul. 242-6452.
12/2
WEEKLY RIDES TO NYC still available; SSS.OOI
Reservalions at lTC, 265-9860.
1212
WEEKLY RIDES TO SAN FRANCISCO still avail·
able: $39.00. Reservations at lTC, 265-9860. 1212
DRIVING OUT OF STATE? Riders will .share gas&
1212
driving. Information at lTC, 265·9860.
TOW MY CAR & drive me to N.Y. Leaving 12/16 or
soon after. Will )1ay usual expenses & more. Druce,
271-3764.
12/2

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

I AM LOOKING for a 1970 or 1971 Dntsun 240-Z.
Contact Gary King wee~days after S p.m. at 2966515.
12/2
CLASSIFIED ADS will continue to take ads
throughout December. Ads placed during
December wlll run in the LOBO Welcome Back
•iSsue on January 9th. Next possible publicalion
da~~ classificds is January 16th.
1212.

What.Is A College Inn?
A privately owned, off campus
residence facility with :
* excellent food, no limit
* carpeted and air-conditioned rooms
* all with private or semi-private baths
* recreation rooms, study lounges
* weekly maid service in your room
* swimming pool, free parking
* apartment style privacy and rules
* well maintained, prompt service
* recently renovated and refurnished
* good security, social program

D

Hours M W 9:00-12:00 2-4:30
T T 11:00-12:00 24:30
F9:00-4:30

EMPLOYMENT

Complete

Xeroxing ·5c

u

~

p
L
I

...,...,"'

c

Ditto & Mimeograph
5 copies/3c

A

Room215SUB
Across from ORCA Next to Cas a del Sol

I
N

CENTER

"'
a0'"
..,
...."'
....
(b

ASUNM

1212

WANTED PART TIME help as Security Guards,
Hours flexible, Call S,I.A., 242-5261.
1212
CHELSEA STREET PUB BEATS the new minimum
wage. Kitchen help starting pay $2.65/hr, Waiter&
waitress openings available, s11pcr pay- super tips,
Apply in person, Coronado Center, Part or full
time, day or night shifts.
1211
'TEMPORARY PART TIME employment: Stay-In·
School Program, Kirtland AFB. Jobs include:
engineering aides, math aides, physical science
aides, clerks & clerk-typists. Pay: $2,30/hr. •
$4.28/hr. Apply lhrough Work-Study Office, Mesa
Vista Hall. Kirtland is an Equal Opportunity .E;mployer.
1212
PART TIME stockers - c!Crks, must be over 21.
Graduate siUdcnts only. Appl~ In person. Savt... way
Liquor Stores, 5704 Lomas Blvd. NE: 5516 Menual
Blvd. NE.
1212
GOING HOME TO L.A. for the holidays? Make
$50,00 • $100.00 selling picture film at parade.
Tournament of Roses Film Sales, Inc., (213) 242·
1992or242-1915
1212
BABYSITTER NEEDED, 4-5 days per week for four
1212
children. $40.00 starting Dec. 13. 881·0656.
MODELS NEEDED for mature photographers.
Good pay, excellent tips. 6103 Menunl NE. 8839987 t 266·0248,
12/2
YOUNG WOMAN needed for face & figure sketching by painter. No experience necessnry, Part time
eve and/or Sundays. Pleasecaii29S-6861, x268, 7-9
p.m.
12/2

\

e.

MUSICAL SPECIAL
Fender .Super Re11erb amp,
Gibson S.G. guitar. Both excellent playing condition, $400,00, Sam, 243-3682,
1212.
SCHWINN CONTINENTAl. 10-speed bicycle. New
tires, great condition. $80.00,266-8913.
1212

T
G

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Light source
5 Refuse
10 Hives
14 Of the
U.S.A.
15 Right-hand
page
16Woodwlnd
17 Restraint
19 Buck
heroine
20 Cape ----··
ls.,N.S.
21 Visionaries
23 Zachariah's
nickname

25 .. Jane----"

26 Sola: 2
words
30 Tug's tows
34 Glorify
35 Flower
holder
37 Du;1e: Slang
38 Card game
39 Phantasm
42 Chin.
pagoda
43 Roman date
45 ····freeze
46 Tropical
tree
48 Seed
integuments
50 Ocean
beach:2
words
52 Busy bugs
54 Disfiguring

mark
55 Canada, for
one
59"------ for
repairs"
63 Astronaut
·--· Shepard
64 Fluently
66 Ryun's forte
671ndulges
fully
68 Repose
69 Auctioneer's
word
70 Commerce
71 ----bien:
Very good
DOWN
1 Author
Charles-·-2 Love god
3 Ancient
Asian
4 Bakery Item
5 Dazed state
6 Soak
7 Cltrl~ ···8 Reta1f
establishment
9 Sweet stuff
maker: 2
words
10 Lodgers
11 Competent
12 Fly upward
13 F!3male
b1rds
18 Meat cuts
22 Palm
cockatoo

UNITED Feature Syndicate

24 Harbor
26 on the
square
27 Chemical
compound
28 Weathercocks
29 Diplomatic
perceptions
31 Mount: 2
words
32 Air.
antelope
33 Kills
36 Swine
enclosures
40 Most pallid
41 Auction
function
44 Discolored
47 Nobleman

49 ···Arbor
51 Bring
charges
against
53 Kind of
eclipse
55 Water
barriers
56 Spiced stew
57 Promenade
58"---chancel"

60 Marquee
name
61 Otherwise
62 Tints
65Whlchwas
to be
proved:
Abbr.

1

Come by and look us over·!

Make your spring term
reservations Now

.:• Ways to do it
pitfalls
benefits

-- -..

1212

WITH THIS AD ONLY: three UDC 90 Maxell
cas5cltes wi!h free 12 hold case; $10.00. Hi-Pi
House, JOt I Monic Vista NB, near triangle. 255·

1965 OLDS STATIQNWAGON, $325.00, Couch &
chair, bed frame &. sprinss, more. 242<l604 after

The

College
IUD

303 Ash (2 blocks from campus) 243-2881

/
/>, ..

,

'

The New M·exico Union Food Services
From Hamburgers, T9 Tac9s, To Soup

·We've Got-It All
Three Distinct Areas To Serve You

La Casa D·eJ SoJ_ Upper Level- Authentic New Mexican Cuisine
Tio Vivo -Main Level- Start your day with a Round Meal, The Deti & Sweet Shop too!
Pronto- Lower. Level- Fast Food Specialists, The Price.Is Right So Come On Down! .
Our thanks to the Campus Community for their patronage. We wish you a Happy Holida.y Season! ·
New Mexico Union Food Service .

•

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥·
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TIO VIVO
this coupon good for

2 for 1 on any
$1.50 Deli ~andwich

· .PRONTO

iC

this coupon good for

~

FREE Large Coke

iC

with any Double Jumbo
or Double Cheese Jumbo

~

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥~~

· CASA DEL SOL ~

TIO VI\!0

this coupon good for

this coupon good for

.

iC
'ieie
iC

Hot Fudge Sundae

Buy One Taco Get One
FREE
~ .

.

ONLY 55c .

~~~~~-~~~··~~~~~~~.~~-~~~~~~~-~~····························

. ~ CASA DEL SOL

TIO VIVO
this coupon gooa for

i<

this coupon good .for

~

Buy One Burrito
Get One 'FREE .

·~iC

Soup,
Roll
.
& Gouda Cheese 95c

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥-¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥0¥~¥¥¥¥¥¥

~iC

PR 0 NTO

~

FREE French Fries
'

this coupon good for

•

·

~FREE

this coupon good for

with any. Super Ham, Beef or Turkey

TIO VIV

.

.

iC

.

40c Drink with
any 85c Deli
Sandwich
;

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥-¥¥¥4¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥-¥¥¥¥¥

TIO VIVO.
this coupon good for

Large Chef
2 for the price of 1

!
~
~
~

. -~-

~!02~!0

Buy One Double
Cheeseburger
Get
One
FREE
.
Bring A·Friend!

...
I

.

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥*¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥•••••¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥

CASA DEL SOL
this coupon good for

I

Buy Two Enchiladas _Get Two FREE

~iC

TIO VIVO

.~

this. coupon good for

iC

ie
ie.

Banana Split Only· 95c

